2012 Placement Statistics

Companies that hired at least one student from MS&E program for a summer internship in 2013

- **Consulting:** IBM Business Analytics and Optimization, McKinsey & Company, Noblis, Q5 Partners
- **Financial Services:** AIG, Altfest, China Galaxy Securities, Haitong Securities, Ionic Capital, Millennium Partners, Morgan Stanley, Natixis, Nexlend, RBS, Society Generate, Thomson Reuters, UBS, Wedbush Securities
- **Real Estate:** Kerry Properties, Prodigy Services
- **Energy/Oil:** Mercuria, Noble Group
- **Health Care:** Fletcher Allen Healthcare
- **Supply Chain/Logistics:** Gucci, Louis Vuitton, Office Depot
- **Education:** Columbia University, Oxford Academic Programs

**Summer Internship Statistics:**
50 out of 79 or 63% of students searched for summer internships 2013
100% secured summer internships
94% internships in USA

Companies that hired at least one student for a full-time position in 2012 or 2013, as of November 2013

- **Financial Services:** Advisory Partners, AIG, AXA IM, Banc Paribas, Bank of Tokyo, Capital One, Ernst & Young Transaction Advisory, Fnac Direct, Gersten Fisher, Interactive Data, Investcorp, JPMorgan, Markit Group, Merchant Bank, Panorama Partners, SNCF, Standard Chartered, T3Group, Tech Square Trading, UBS Financial Services
- **Real estate:** Pacific Securities, Prodigy Network
• **Oil & Gas**: PTT
• **Start-up**: BTQ Financial, Lean-Start up Machine
• **Ecommerce**: Amazon
• **Healthcare**: Fletcher Allen
• **Supply Chain**: Fresh Direct, Wal-Mart
• **Government/Public sector**: Defense Science & Technology, Public Utilities
• **Consumer Products**: Parfums USA LLC
• **Technology/Internet**: Google
• **Retail Operations**: JN Patel & Company
• **Electronics Manufacturing**: Samsung Electronics

**Placement Statistics:**
100% Students secured jobs
32% Consulting
43% Financial Services
25% Other
64% secured positions in the US

Some sample positions secured this past year:

• **Fabiana Zambrano** - Opera Solutions, Associate
• **Yue Zhou** - Summer 2013 internship as Analyst at UBS in China - Hired by Simon-Kucher & Partners as a Consultant in New York City full-time
• **Ander Zurimendi** - Oliver Wyman, Consultant
• Ming Chen - Summer 2013 internship with Office Depot Boca Raton, Florida – Hired by Office Depot as a Senior Supply Chain Analyst full-time
• **Wuxia Hua** - Summer Internship – Fletcher Allen Healthcare Burlington, Vermont – hired by Capital One as a Senior Data Analyst in Washington DC
• **Kalpesh Patel** - Deutsch Bank, Capital Markets, Analyst
• **Carol Tyger** - ZocDoc, Marketing Associate
• **Agathe Benoit** – Summer Intern at Start-up Way Way, New York City – Hired by McKinsey & Company, Paris as Consultant